TruFlor pointSIX T&G Sub-Flooring with Patented Tapered Edge Technology

Build Better! Reduce Costs! Grow Profits!

norbord.com/truflorpointsix
T&G Sub-Flooring with Patented Engineering

- Engineered with our patented pointSIX taper on the 4-foot and 8-foot edges to offset edge swell
- TruFlor pointSIX panels are engineered for sub-floor applications and are available in a variety of different thicknesses
- Provides quality and performance to reduce costs and cycle times
- Comes with a 25-year limited warranty
- Meets or exceeds PS2 standards and is an APA grade-stamped Exposure 1 structural panel
- Able to withstand construction delays without structural properties being affected
- Every TruFlor pointSIX panel has a face stamp and has turquoise edge seal for easy identification
- No added urea-formaldehyde resins and CARB exempt

TruFlor pointSIX stands out in the standard flooring crowd. If it doesn’t say TruFlor pointSIX on the panel – it isn’t.

Installation: Please refer to the APA Design/Construction Guide E30, local building codes, or your engineer/designers requirements.
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